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 According to CNN, a medium sized-bomb exploded Tuesday at a building housing offices 
of U.S. financial services firm J.P. Morgan in Athens, Greece. A warning was phoned 
before the explosion, and police evacuated the building. (See item 16) 

 WTSP 10 St. Petersburg reports that police are searching for those responsible for planting 
a series of potentially dangerous acid bombs that detonated Monday afternoon inside two 
separate restaurants along Clearwater Beach, Florida. Customers were in the area, but no 
one was injured. (See item 36) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. February 17, WGCL 19 Atlanta – (Georgia) Copper thieves target power stations. A 
power substation in McDonough, Georgia has been the target of thieves. Every time 
one is hit, it costs the power companies up to $5,000. “As an electric cooperative, we’re 
a not for profit organization,” said a spokesperson for Central Georgia EMC VP of 
Engineering. “So the costs that we experience ultimately do get passed on to the 

http://www.dhs.gov/
http://www.esisac.com/
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customers.” He took CBS Atlanta into the McDonough substation to show exactly what 
thieves are looking for. The copper ground wires are most often taken, causing a 
dangerous situation for replacement crews. “They are actually trained to make 
observations at the sight, to make sure the grounds are in place, before they ever put 
their hands on the fence,” he said. Each substation has surveillance cameras to deter 
thieves. 
Source: http://www.cbsatlanta.com/news/22583394/detail.html 

2. February 16, KNOO 99.9 Mineola – (Texas) Copper theft leaves Hawkins in the 
dark. More than 1,700 homes were without power Tuesday morning after copper 
thieves broke in to a substation near Hawkins, Texas. A spokesperson for Wood 
County Electric Cooperative said the company was forced to cut power to hundreds of 
homes while crews repaired damage to the facility. While the street value of the stolen 
copper was probably less than $400, he said the thieves were lucky to still be alive. He 
said while stealing the copper, the criminals apparently caused severe arcing of the 
power lines which can severely injure or kill someone. The damage at the substation is 
estimated to be around $5,000. The power was off for approximately 20 minutes. 
Source: http://www.kmoo.com/20100216946/Crime/copper-theft-leaves-hawkins-in-
the-dark.html 

3. February 16, Summit Daily News – (Colorado) Second power outage hits Summit in 
two days. Summit County experienced an electrical power outage for the second day in 
a row the morning of February 16. Residences and businesses throughout the county 
lost power for a little more than an hour, beginning at 9:58 a.m. An Xcel Energy 
spokesman said the outage was due to a blown-out glass insulator at the Frisco 
substation — the same problem that caused Monday’s outage. About 6,500 Xcel 
customers lost power each day. “It’s unusual, but every once in awhile you get some 
mysteries in this business,” he said. “We’re looking at a number of possible reasons 
why it happened, and we’ll try to keep it from happening again.” According to the 
spokesman, an Xcel employee was at the substation when the insulator blew out, so the 
equipment was replaced and power was restored relatively quickly. The outage affected 
customers in Breckenridge, Copper, Dillon, Frisco, Montezuma and Silverthorne. 
Source: 
http://www.summitdaily.com/article/20100216/NEWS/100219841/1078&ParentProfile
=1055 

4. February 14, KENS 5 San Antonio – (Texas) Reverse 911 alerts residents of propane 
tanker explosion. A car collided with a tanker truck near I-10 and Graytown Road the 
night of February 13. The accident happened around 7:21 p.m. Police say the driver of 
the car was killed in the collision. The tanker was carrying between 7,000 and 11,000 
pounds of propane. Police had to shut down both sides of I-10 while the propane 
burned off. They used reverse 911 to notify 286 nearby residents and asked them to 
evacuate their homes due to fears that the propane inside the tanker truck might 
explode. However, San Antonio firefighters managed to put out the fire before the 
tanker could explode, and those residents were allowed to return to their homes. 

http://www.kmoo.com/20100216946/Crime/copper-theft-leaves-hawkins-in-the-dark.html
http://www.kmoo.com/20100216946/Crime/copper-theft-leaves-hawkins-in-the-dark.html
http://www.summitdaily.com/article/20100216/NEWS/100219841/1078&ParentProfile=1055
http://www.summitdaily.com/article/20100216/NEWS/100219841/1078&ParentProfile=1055
http://www.cbsatlanta.com/news/22583394/detail.html
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Source: http://www.kens5.com/home/Tanker-collision-forces-evacuation-I-10-closure-
84321122.html 

5. February 13, Roanoke Times – (Virginia) Hazmat cleanup done at Conny 
Oil. Officials have finished cleaning up the oil spilled caused when the roof over a 
storage building in Pulaski collapsed under heavy snow. The Pulaski fire marshal said 
about 200 gallons or less of motor oil and hydraulic fluid spilled at Conny Oil on 
Commerce Street after the roof caved the night of February 5. The roof fell onto some 
of the 100 55-gallon drums and 300 five-gallon buckets inside. Hazardous materials 
crews were brought in the week of February 7 to clean up the mess. “All of the product 
remained on site,” he said. “No other property or waterways were impacted.” The 
building was a total loss and will be demolished, he said. A damage estimate is not yet 
available. The building was also used to store gasoline, but the roof did not collapse 
over the section where it sits. 
Source: http://www.roanoke.com/news/nrv/wb/236411 

For more stories, see items 21 and 42  
 
[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

6. February 17, KFDA 10 Amarillo – (Texas) Cause of Pasadena chemical leak 
sought. Plant officials are investigating what caused a chemical release at a Houston-
area plant that forced neighbors to stay indoors for a couple of hours. An orange cloud 
was seen above Pasadena after the February 16 evening release, prompting emergency 
personnel to order a shelter-in-place. Air Products and Chemicals Inc. did not 
immediately return a message on February 17 from the Associated Press. The 
company, in a statement the evening of February 16, said a pipe leak resulted in the 
formation and release of a nitric oxide vapor cloud. The statement says there was no 
fire and nobody was hurt at the unit, which did not suffer significant damage. The 
Pasadena Fire Department Chief says some motorists who drove through the orange 
cloud called for help. The plant manager apologized for the inconvenience. 
Source: http://www.newschannel10.com/Global/story.asp?S=11997264 

7. February 17, Seguin Gazette-Enterprise – (Texas) Firefighters practice for chlorine 
leaks. Seguin Fire/EMS is hosting a course offered by the Texas Engineering Extension 
Service, TEEX, in responding to a chlorine leak and, if possible, capping it off. 
Tuesday’s training included firefighters from Geronimo and New Braunfels as well as 
workers with the city’s utilities, who handle chlorine in water treatment plants. The 
Seguin Fire Department Battalion Chief said the firefighters were taught how to use an 
emergency kit to seal off and shut down the valve on a 150-pound chlorine tank, and 
were training Tuesday afternoon in how to apply it in field conditions. The training 
takes place in a large utility trailer, and firefighters have to don their self-contained 
breathing apparatuses with a special hazardous materials protective suit and heavy 
gloves. Just as they would likely have to do in a real emergency, they do the exercise in 

http://www.roanoke.com/news/nrv/wb/236411
http://www.newschannel10.com/Global/story.asp?S=11997264
http://www.kens5.com/home/Tanker-collision-forces-evacuation-I-10-closure-84321122.html
http://www.kens5.com/home/Tanker-collision-forces-evacuation-I-10-closure-84321122.html
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the dark with smoke instead of poisonous gas. “They’re going in and applying a patch,” 
he said. “There’s zero visibility in there, and you have to work with the tools.” The tank 
firefighters were working to seal was similar to several used in town at water and 
sewage treatment plants, he said. None have caused a problem in the chief’s 
recollection, but it does not hurt to be ready, he said. A TEEX instructor goes around 
the state, teaching fire departments about how to respond to chlorine leaks or other 
“hazmat” problems. By far, the biggest problem with chlorine storage or transport is 
leaky or broken tank valves, he said. That is what firefighters were learning to deal with 
in this training cycle, he said. 
Source: http://www.seguingazette.com/story.lasso?ewcd=3bdc1d0619b60265 

8. February 13, Valley News Dispatch – (Pennsylvania) Hazardous chemical spills at 
RIDC Park in O’Hara. Area firefighters and a county decontamination team were 
sent to an RIDC Park company February 15 at about 8 a.m. for a leaking tanker. The 
O’Hara police superintendent said hot, liquid sulfur was leaking from a tanker that 
arrived sometime February 14 at Sauereisen Inc. at 160 Gamma Drive. The company 
manufactures specialized acid- and temperature-resistant adhesives, sealants, and 
cements. “No one has been evacuated and no one is hurt,” he said. Allegheny County 
911 dispatched Highland Hose of Tarentum and other Alle-Kiski firefighters with 
special hazardous materials handling equipment to assist. “Molten sulfur solidifies 
almost immediately (when it comes in contact with air), especially in these 
temperatures,” the Sauereisen vice president said. He said the tanker, which does not 
belong to the company, leaked in a contained area and Sauereisen employees were able 
to continue work in the plant. Sauereisen employs about 38 people. 
Source: http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/valleynewsdispatch/lifestyles/s_667074.html 

[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

9. February 17, Rutland Herald – (Vermont) Yankee tritium leak measures 
hotter. Entergy Nuclear said Tuesday evening standing water found in a pipe tunnel 
near Vermont Yankee’s advanced off gas building tested extremely high for tritium, 
and work continued to determine if the water in the tunnel was leaking into the 
groundwater. The standing water contained tritium at the rate of 2.4 million picocuries 
per liter, close to the highest tritium reading found at the plant since Entergy started 
looking for the source of the radioactive leak last month. The pipe tunnel is near other 
new monitoring wells at Yankee that also tested extremely high for tritium at levels that 
were close to reactor water of 3 million picocuries per liter. An Entergy Nuclear 
spokesman said plant personnel were working to verify that no other potential sources 
of radioactive water were entering the tunnel. The standing water in the pipe tunnel is 
believed to have come from a drain line associated with one of the plant’s hydrogen 
recombiner units. “The drain line appears to be a likely source for the water found in 
the tunnel,” he said. 
Source: 
http://www.rutlandherald.com/article/20100217/NEWS02/2170355/1003/NEWS02 

http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/valleynewsdispatch/lifestyles/s_667074.html
http://www.rutlandherald.com/article/20100217/NEWS02/2170355/1003/NEWS02
http://www.seguingazette.com/story.lasso?ewcd=3bdc1d0619b60265
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10. February 17, Reuters – (New York) Constellation NY Nine Mile reactor cut to 45 
pct power. Constellation Energy Group Inc’s 621-megawatt Unit 1 at the Nine Mile 
Point nuclear power station in Oswego County, New York, dropped to 45 percent 
power as of early Wednesday, February 17, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
said in its daily plant status report. The unit was operating at full power early Tuesday.  
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN1724547520100217?type=marketsNews 

11. February 16, Las Vegas Review-Journal – (Nevada) NRC judges halt Yucca license 
hearings. The government took another step toward a shutdown of the Yucca 
Mountain Project on Tuesday when a panel of administrative judges halted most 
license hearings for the nuclear waste site. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
granted the request by the Department of Energy as part of a process for the 
Presidential administration to seek a final withdrawal of the plan to build a Nevada 
repository for spent nuclear fuel. The board’s move, made in a two-page order, was 
applauded by Nevada leaders as taking a step closer to ending the long-controversial 
nuclear waste program. “This latest development is another encouraging sign in the 
effort to put an end to Yucca Mountain,” said a democratic Nevada Representative. But 
the most significant step lies ahead: The Department of Energy is expected to seek 
permission from the licensing board to withdraw its license application, which could 
end the 28-year Yucca Mountain effort once and for all. 
Source: http://www.lvrj.com/news/breaking_news/nrc-judges-halt-yucca-license-
hearings-84486597.html 

[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 

12. February 17, Southgate News-Herald – (Illinois) Steelworkers protest health, safety 
issues at plant. More than 300 steelworkers marched down in Southgate, Illinois on 
Thursday to protest what they call unfair hiring practices and an unsafe working 
environment at Downriver’s largest steel plant. Members of United Steelworkers Local 
No. 1299 walked from their union office to the management offices of U.S. Steel’s 
Great Lakes Works plant in an effort to inform the public about “ongoing contractual 
injustices” at mill. About 1,400 union workers have been called back while nearly 300 
more remain on layoff status since the mill idled operations due to the faltering 
economy and a drop in customer demand, the union president said. “Two-thirds of the 
steelworkers have been returned, but are being forced to work extended hours. They 
know that they could use having their colleagues back to work.” The union president 
said the company also is in violation of the union contract for not honoring minimum 
staffing requirements for the plant’s electrical and mechanical maintenance force and 
for failing to meet standard health and safety regulations. “Basically, it’s still a safe 
place to work, but what’s starting to endanger the safety aspect is the fatigue of the 
workers who are there,” he said. “That is becoming a huger and huger concern for the 
union and we would hope that it would become a huger and huger concern for 
management as well.” 
Source: 

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN1724547520100217?type=marketsNews
http://www.lvrj.com/news/breaking_news/nrc-judges-halt-yucca-license-hearings-84486597.html
http://www.lvrj.com/news/breaking_news/nrc-judges-halt-yucca-license-hearings-84486597.html
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http://www.thenewsherald.com/articles/2010/02/17/news/doc4b7afbdad16ce64135917
5.txt 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

13. February 17, Newark Advocate – (Ohio) Haz-Mat team, firefighters called to Boeing 
plant in Heath. The Boeing Guidance Repair Center in Heath, Ohio is now in the clean 
up stages of two separate incidences that occurred in the same room early Wednesday 
morning. Heath City Fire Department, Newark Fire and Licking County Haz-Mat 
teams were called to the plant at 1:50 a.m. after a smoke alarm in a chemical lab on the 
second floor of the building was tripped. What exactly set that alarm off is still 
unknown, said a captain of the Heath Fire Department. There was no smoke to be 
found when crews arrived. In the same room, a dishwasher, used to wash off chemicals, 
was found to be full of water and some of the diluted acid leaked on the floor. “Boeing 
is taking care of it and they are in the process of tracing both problems,” the captain 
said. “They do their own clean-up.” Additional Boeing Security personnel and 
personnel who work in the chemical lab were called in. Workers in the building were 
initially evacuated from the building but later moved to a shelter-in-place room within 
the building. 
Source: http://www.newarkadvocate.com/article/20100217/UPDATES01/302170002 

14. February 16, DarkReading – (National) DoD to issue stronger security guidelines to 
defense vendors. The Department of Defense has signaled its intention to develop new 
policies requiring its vendors to meet increased standards for cybersecurity for 
unclassified military information residing on or being carried over private sector 
systems and networks. In a memo issued in late January, the Department of Defense 
chief information officer laid out a number of leadership responsibilities and strategic 
guidance on the development of stronger cybersecurity plans. “It is DoD policy to 
establish a comprehensive approach for protecting unclassified DoD information 
transiting or residing on unclassified [Defense industrial base] systems and networks 
and create a timely, coordinated, and effective partnership with the [Defense industrial 
base],” she wrote. Hackers have increasingly been targeting and probing the Defense 
industrial base, sometimes successfully. The Department of Defense has in recent years 
been increasing the amount of work it does to secure its cyber supply chain, including 
taking such extreme measures as procuring chips for sensitive systems only from a 
limited number of “trusted foundries” in the United States. This effort may put a bit 
more DoD-wide rigor into similar exercises. The DoD CIO will chair a Defense 
industrial board cybersecurity executive committee and coordinate oversight of 
industry cybersecurity activities with the DoD’s inspector general. The directors of the 
National Security Agency and Defense Intelligence Agency will provide support and 
cyber intrusion damage assessment analysis in the case of attack. In addition the under 
secretary of defense for acquisition, technology, and logistics is tasked with developing 
and injecting new cybersecurity policies into DoD’s acquisition processes; the DoD’s 
CFO will be required to monitor budgets related to these activities to make sure they’re 

http://www.newarkadvocate.com/article/20100217/UPDATES01/302170002
http://www.thenewsherald.com/articles/2010/02/17/news/doc4b7afbdad16ce641359175.txt
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adequately resourced; and the director of the DoD’s Cyber Crime Center will “serve as 
the focal point for threat information sharing.”  
Source: 
http://www.darkreading.com/security/government/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=222900
557&subSection=Vulnerabilities+and+threats 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

15. February 17, IDG News Services – (International) US jury convicts Nigerian on wire 
fraud charges. A 31-year-old Nigerian man could face up to 20 years in prison after 
being convicted on February 16 of charges related to running advance free fraud scams 
for five years, according to the U.S. Department of Justice. The defendant lived in 
Nigeria, Ghana and the U.S. between August 2004 and August 2009, running scams 
that involved sending e-mails and making phones calls in order to perpetrate advance 
free fraud (AFF). The scams try to entice victims into sending money with the false 
promise they’ll receive a greater sum of money in the future. He posed as a government 
or bank official, sending fake documents to victims in order to persuade them to send 
money via money transfer services such as Western Union. Prosecutors alleged 
“numerous” victims sent money to the defendant, both directly and indirectly. The 
defendant is scheduled for sentencing in U.S. District Court for the District of 
Connecticut on May 7.  
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157858/US_jury_convicts_Nigerian_on_wir
e_fraud_charges 

16. February 16, CNN – (International) Bomb blast hits J.P. Morgan building in 
Greece. A medium sized-bomb exploded on February 16 at a building housing offices 
of financial services firm J.P. Morgan in Athens, Greek police said. A warning was 
phoned to a Greek newspaper 30 minutes before the explosion, and police evacuated 
the building, a police spokesman told CNN. No one was hurt. The callers did not 
identify themselves, he said. The warning call “means they don’t want to have 
victims,” he said. “They never say who it is when they call. They claim it after.” The 
call came about 7:15 p.m. (12:15 p.m. ET), he said. The latest attack comes as Greece’s 
national budget deficit causes major headaches for the European Union currency, the 
euro, and financial markets. The European Union earlier on February 16 ordered 
Greece to cut its deficit to meet EU regulations. 
Source: http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/europe/02/16/greece.bomb.jpmorgan/ 

17. February 16, New Jersey Local News Service – (New Jersey) Authorities investigate 
suspicious powder sent to Cedar Grove bank. An envelope containing white powder 
that arrived at a Cedar Grove bank Tuesday was a false alarm, township police said. 
Nutley’s hazardous materials response team determined the powder was nontoxic, said 
a Cedar Grove police captain. Employees at Citibank called police about the envelope 
after it came in the mail. Police responded about 8:45 a.m. The Essex County 

http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157858/US_jury_convicts_Nigerian_on_wire_fraud_charges
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157858/US_jury_convicts_Nigerian_on_wire_fraud_charges
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/europe/02/16/greece.bomb.jpmorgan/
http://www.darkreading.com/security/government/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=222900557&subSection=Vulnerabilities+and+threats
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Prosecutor’s Office, the New Jersey State Police, and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation are investigating the incident, the captain said. The captain would not say 
what was written on the envelope or whether it contained anything else. 
Source: 
http://www.nj.com/news/local/index.ssf/2010/02/authorities_investigate_suspic.html 

18. February 16, Bloomberg – (National) Hoenig says Fed’s objectives threatened by 
U.S. debt. The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City president said the U.S. must take 
“difficult” steps to reduce spending and increase revenue so the central bank isn’t 
pressured to fund the “unsustainable” federal debt. “It is a fact that the current outlook 
for fiscal policy poses a threat to the Federal Reserve’s ability to achieve its dual 
objectives of price stability and maximum sustainable long- term growth, and therefore 
is a threat to its independence as well,” he said on February 16 in a speech in 
Washington. The U.S. President’s administration estimates budget deficits will total 
$4.3 trillion during the next five years and hit a record $1.6 trillion in the year ending 
September 30. The U.S. must be “willing to disappoint a host of special interests” and 
tackle the debt, or it risks “its own next crisis,” the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas 
City president said. He said the plan should include “controlling budget earmarks, 
trimming subsidies to numerous economic sectors and resolving our banking problems 
and the perception that Wall Street is favored over Main Street, all of which would 
otherwise foster mistrust and cynicism among the public.” Responding to audience 
questions, he said the Fed’s “primary goal” now is executing its “exit strategy” from a 
record credit expansion in a way that “doesn’t cause harm.” 
Source: http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-02-16/fed-s-hoenig-says-u-s-debt-
threatens-central-bank-s-objectives.html 

19. February 16, KSL 5 Salt Lake City – (Utah) Criminals ‘skimming’ account 
information at gas pumps. Police in Sandy say criminals have been using an 
electronic device attached to gas pumps that allows them access to credit and debit 
accounts. Two of these devices were recently discovered at gas stations in Sandy, but 
police say it’s been happening all over the valley. People were also being ripped off by 
a fraud technique they call at another 7-Eleven convenience store near 1300 East and 
8600 South. Police say they were led to the store after an agency in California informed 
them about its connection between several fraud victims. When police checked the 
pumps, they found that one of the panel doors had been completely replaced, and the 
device was inside transmitting credit card and debit card information to another 
location via Bluetooth. “Somebody might sit in a parking lot with a laptop for a while, 
or a BlackBerry, something that would collect via Bluetooth — would download 
occasionally as people would come though and buy gasoline, collect their information,” 
said a Sandy police sergeant. Police say between the device at the 7-Eleven on 1300 
East and the device found at the 7-Eleven on 9400 South, consumers lost more than 
$11,000 from criminals skimming their credit and debit cards.  
Source: http://www.ksl.com/index.php?nid=148&sid=9706022 

For another story, see item 45  
 

http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-02-16/fed-s-hoenig-says-u-s-debt-threatens-central-bank-s-objectives.html
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-02-16/fed-s-hoenig-says-u-s-debt-threatens-central-bank-s-objectives.html
http://www.ksl.com/index.php?nid=148&sid=9706022
http://www.nj.com/news/local/index.ssf/2010/02/authorities_investigate_suspic.html
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[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

20. February 17, Los Angeles Times – (California) Southwest jet avoids collision with 
smaller plane. Two Southwest Airlines flight attendants were injured when their 
aircraft had to make an emergency maneuver to avoid a potential collision with a small 
private plane as the airliner approached Bob Hope Airport, according to preliminary 
information released Tuesday by federal authorities. Southwest Airlines Flight 2534 
was flying at 6,000 feet Saturday, about 20 miles from Bob Hope Airport, when an 
alert sounded in the cockpit, warning that the Boeing 737 was on a possible collision 
course with the other plane that was roughly two miles away, the Federal Aviation 
Administration said. The Southwest pilot made an emergency descent and then 
climbed, causing one of the attendants to break a shoulder and the other to suffer 
bruises, an FAA spokesman said. No passengers were injured. The alarm, known as a 
Traffic Collision and Avoidance System, is installed in all commercial airliners and 
sounds if an aircraft is on a potential collision course, the FAA said. Experts said 
Tuesday that the airspace around Bob Hope Airport is among the most crowded in the 
world, with flights departing and arriving from different directions and a number of 
smaller aircraft heading to and from nearby Van Nuys Airport.  
Source: http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-southwest17-
2010feb17,0,3283743.story 

21. February 17, Lubbock Avalanche-Journal – (Texas) Poles blamed for airport 
problem. Insulators on electric power poles apparently are largely to blame for the 
interference that jammed the instrument landing system at Lubbock Preston Smith 
International Airport nearly two weeks ago. The next move for technicians from the 
Federal Aviation Administration and Federal Communications Commission is to 
identify the sources that could raise havoc with radio signals pilots need to land safely 
when visibility is poor. No single source of signal problems has been identified, an 
FAA spokesman said Tuesday, adding “It’s more a number of little things related to 
power poles.” “It’s just a function of the climate and the area, the dry, cold weather 
conditions you have in Lubbock,” he continued. “We tend to see it where power pole 
components expand and contract with the weather. When they get loose, you see some 
evidence of arcing.” The electrical arcing can create static that interrupts the ILS signal 
in the same way lightning in an area can overpower AM radio signals. In addition to 
reports from the FAA’s check aircraft, officials have been asking pilots to monitor their 
ILS receivers on their airplanes and describe any unusual experiences, and working 
with instructors at two airport flight schools who have been teaching students how to 
use the instrument system. “Before we turn this thing loose and pronounce it fixed, we 
want to have an adequate opportunity for a number of airplanes to come in,” the FAA 
spokesman said. 
Source: http://lubbockonline.com/stories/021710/loc_563943900.shtml 

22. February 17, WHNS 21 Greenville – (Georgia) Ga. sinkhole shuts down 1 lane on I-
85. A sinkhole in Hart County shut down one lane on Interstate 85 southbound early 

http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-southwest17-2010feb17,0,3283743.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-southwest17-2010feb17,0,3283743.story
http://lubbockonline.com/stories/021710/loc_563943900.shtml
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Wednesday morning. The hole appeared in the emergency lane near a guard rail about a 
mile from the Georgia-South Carolina state line. Transportation officials shut down the 
far right lane of the interstate while repairs are completed. The cause of the sinkhole 
was not immediately released. 
Source: http://www.foxcarolina.com/news/22588337/detail.html 

23. February 16, Aviation Week – (Virginia) Snow wrecks hangars, damages jets at 
Dulles. The severe winter weather that paralyzed the East Coast beginning February 5 
took a heavy toll on the Dulles Jet Center (DJC) at Washington Dulles International 
Airport, with three of four of the DJC hangars – each filled with high-end business jets 
– crumpling under the weight of nearly two feet of snow. As a result, all three hangars 
were destroyed, and up to 14 aircraft experienced varying levels of damage. DJC 
executives late last week were assessing the extent of the damage, but some industry 
experts estimated the cost could run into the hundreds of millions of dollars. About 8 
a.m. Saturday Feb. 6, the first hangar, Hangar A, collapsed, according to the chief 
executive and founder of KCE, an engineering company brought in to assess the 
damage. Hangar C followed about three hours later, with Hangar B shortly after that. 
Hangar D, meanwhile, “twisted and deformed,” but stayed up. KCE will conduct a 
“forensic analysis” to determine why the three-year-old hangars collapsed, while other, 
older hangars at the airport didn’t. 
Source: 
http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/generic/story_generic.jsp?channel=businessweekly&
id=news/bav/2010/02/15/04.xml 

24. February 16, KMBC 9 Kansas City – (Missouri) Teen arrested after rocks thrown at 
cars. One teenager is in custody in connection with rocks that were thrown at cars on 
Highway 71 near Harrisonville. Police said a 14-year-old was arrested, and officers 
have identified five other teenagers believed to be involved. Rocks and pieces of 
concrete were thrown from a bridge over Highway 71. Several vehicles were damaged. 
Police said the teens could have killed innocent victims. Investigators are checking 
whether the incidents are related to other vandalism crimes in Harrisonville.  
Source: http://www.kmbc.com/news/22583258/detail.html 

25. February 16, WABC 7 New York – (California) Commuter plane hits LAX walkway, 
none injured. A United Express twin-engine turboprop commuter plane struck a 
passenger jetway bridge at the Los Angeles International Airport Tuesday. All 28 
passengers and three crew members on board deplaned safely and were not hurt. The 
Brazilian-made Embraer airliner approached Gate 82 situated at the far eastern end of 
the United Airlines Terminal 8. United Express flight 6199 had just arrived from 
Palomar Airport in Carlsbad, according to Ian Gregor of the Federal Aviation 
Administration. The FAA said that the pilots were following instructions form a ground 
handler. The plane either rolled into the jetway bridge, or the jetway operator moved it 
out too quickly. This event is still under investigation. In either case, the spinning 
propeller hit it, sending shattered metal flying. The Embraer 120 was left at the gate 
through most of the day while FAA safety investigators examined the wreckage. Late 
Tuesday afternoon, the plane was towed away under police escort to a hangar at the 

http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/generic/story_generic.jsp?channel=businessweekly&id=news/bav/2010/02/15/04.xml
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west end of the airport for repairs. This was a very close call. The fact that no one was 
hurt by flying metal parts probably had more to do with luck than skill.  
Source: 
http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local/los_angeles&id=7281450 

26. February 16, Raynham Call – (Massachusetts) GPS unit leads Taunton truck driver 
into train collision. A Florida big rig driver found out the hard way early Monday 
morning that his GPS unit is not necessarily all-knowing and wise. Taunton police at 
6:20 a.m. were dispatched to investigate a report of a crash near the Fremont Street 
railroad crossing involving a train and a truck. When the patrolman arrived on scene, 
according to his report, he first observed the train standing still and blocking the road. 
He was then approached by a CSX train engineer, who told him that “everybody is fine. 
No one is hurt.” The driver of the tractor trailer said that his truck cab was damaged by 
the passing train after he made the mistake of turning down a dirt road running parallel 
to Fremont Street. The man said he was driving west on Fremont when his GPS 
instructed him to take a right turn just before the crossing and continue down the 
unpaved path. He did so, and as he began to drive he said that his trailer got hung up on 
a light pole, at which point he tried backing up. But the truck was stuck on ice and 
wouldn’t move. His next move was to radio in for a tow truck. It was then, he said, that 
he heard the horn blast of the approaching train. The cab was close enough to the tracks 
that the train’s engine and each car thereafter sideswiped the driver-side compartment 
and, according to police, “pulled and removed parts from the front of the truck.” The 
trooper on the scene said he couldn’t quite fathom how any driver could put such blind 
faith into a simple electronic device. “When my GPS sends me down a dirt road I don’t 
go down there,” he said. “I don’t know what he was thinking.” 
Source: http://www.wickedlocal.com/raynham/news/x1328943090/GPS-unit-leads-
Taunton-truck-driver-into-train-collision 

27. February 16, CBS News – (International) Al Qaeda in Yemen touts “anti-detectable” 
bomb. Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) described in a new statement how it 
conducted extensive research and trials into thwarting airport screening in both the U.S. 
and Europe ahead of the Christmas Day bomb plot against a Detroit-bound jet. The 
group boasts of the planning that went into developing the “anti-detectable device” 
carried in the undergarments of a Nigerian suspect in the latest issue of its online 
magazine, Sada al-Malahem, which was dedicated entirely to the attack. The article 
claims the group carefully surveyed security checks at various international airports and 
concluded that they needed a device that could beat airport X-Ray scanners, metal 
detection systems, and sniffer dogs. It explained that the group took a long time to 
study the various X-Ray systems operational at airports and detected “weak points” in 
each one. As for metal detection, the answer was to come up with a non-metal device. 
The article admitted that sneaking explosives past sniffer dogs presented a greater 
challenge, but one it also claims to have met by enclosing substances in sealed 
containers. None of AQAP’s claims are verifiable, but the group’s real intent in 
publicly trumpeting its research and development efforts is clear: they are telling the 
West that they continue to adapt to security measures and that they are not giving up. 
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Source: 
http://www.cbsnews.com/blogs/2010/02/16/world/worldwatch/entry6212340.shtml 

28. February 16, Poughkeepsie Journal – (New York) Man arrested for allegedly 
causing disturbance on Stewart flight. An Arizona man is in the custody of Orange 
County Jail after he was arrested for causing a commotion on a flight headed to Stewart 
International Airport in Newburgh. State police arrested the 41-year-old man from 
Arizona man after he caused a disturbance on a U.S. Airline flight that was coming in 
from Philadelphia Monday. Police said the man refused to follow a flight attendant’s 
orders and return to his seat as the plane began to land. The man’s actions allegedly 
caused alarm among the 26 passengers and prompted the aircraft pilot to call ground 
officials. Police said the man’s actions initially prompted a response from the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, but police decided he would be charged under state law. He 
was taken into custody and charged with second-degree criminal nuisance, a 
misdemeanor. He was also charged with a misdemeanor count of criminal possession 
of a hypodermic needle after syringes were found in his bag. The man was arraigned in 
the Town of New Windsor Court and sent to Orange County Jail in lieu of $500 bail, 
pending further court action, state police said. 
Source: 
http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/article/20100216/NEWS05/100215030/Man-
arrested-for-allegedly-causing-disturbance-on-Stewart-flight 

29. February 15, Agence France-Presse – (International) BA flight turned back after 
doubts over passenger. A British Airways plane flying from London to Mexico was 
forced to do a U-turn over the Atlantic after concerns about a passenger on board, the 
airline said on Monday. The flight carrying 318 passengers returned to London’s 
Heathrow airport Friday after a “data discrepancy” involving a U.S. passenger, BA 
said. “BA Flight 243 returned to Heathrow on Friday afternoon due to a data 
discrepancy with a US citizen. The passenger was asked to leave, which he duly did, 
and collected his bags,” said a BA spokesman. “The plane was refuelled and left later 
that day,” he added. No further details were available about whether the U.S. national, 
reported to be 55 years old, was detained or allowed to go free. The Sun newspaper 
cited a security source as saying: “This is the first time anyone can recall a British 
flight being banned from US airspace.” A Department for Transport spokeswoman said 
there was “no breach of security at Heathrow as a result of this incident.” 
Source: http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jrASwAGU7SNQ-
C7zglSr12d_Q5yw 

30. February 12, CBS News – (International) Terror talk growing louder on the 
Web. CBS News has learned that U.S. intelligence officials are seeing a marked 
increase in terror-related Internet chatter: Jihadists bent on finding gaps in airport 
security — all linked to al Qaeda in Yemen, reports the CBS News chief investigative 
correspondent. On one radical website, a writer invites fellow members to post 
information on how to bypass airport screening. Another member asks about explosive 
detection devices, writing: “We have that system in place in Algiers...does anyone 
know if it’s capable of detecting [the flammable gas] butane?” On another Jihadist site, 

http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/article/20100216/NEWS05/100215030/Man-arrested-for-allegedly-causing-disturbance-on-Stewart-flight
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a visitor questions security involving 3D scanners at British airports asking: “Can I 
refuse [to pass through] for religious reasons?” Before long comes this answer: 
“â�¦advise those who wish to avoid the Heathrow scanners to take the train to Paris... 
and then board a plane from there.” Another is the recent discovery of a confidential 
TSA document on a Yemeni Web site discussing the rules for searching passengers. 
Source: 
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/02/12/cbsnews_investigates/main6202853.shtml 

For more stories, see items 4 and 8  
 
[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 

31. February 17, Clarksville Leaf Chronicle – (Tennessee) Montgomery County Bomb 
Squad responds to suspicious package. Several emergency agencies responded 
Monday to a false-alarm bomb scare at the Wilma Rudolph Boulevard U.S. Post Office 
branch. Clarksville Police and Fire Rescue and the Montgomery County Bomb Squad 
were called out to investigate an abandoned package Monday at about 5:30 p.m. 
According to a CPD report, someone in a van placed a small brown box on one of the 
outside mailboxes, then slowly moved away. The van then waited a few minutes in a 
nearby parking lot before leaving, a witness told police after he called 911. The box 
contained salt and pepper shakers. 
Source: 
http://www.theleafchronicle.com/article/20100217/NEWS01/2170323/Montgomery+C
ounty+Bomb+Squad+responds+to+suspicious+package 

For more stories, see items 17 and 34  
 
[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

32. February 17, Reuters – (Rhode Island) Salami recall increased due to salmonella 
risk. A Rhode Island meat company is recalling an additional 115,000 lbs of salami 
and salami products that may be contaminated with salmonella, the USDA said in a 
statement. In January, Daniele International Inc of Mapleville, Rhode Island, recalled 
more than 1.26 million lbs of sausage and salami products following an investigation of 
a multistate outbreak of salmonella illnesses. It is believed that pepper on the meat may 
be the source of the contamination. On Wednesday, the company said it had terminated 
its relationship with the pepper supplier in late January. The latest recall was initiated 
due to finding salmonella in an unopened salami product tested by USDA’s Food 
Safety and Inspection Service and by the company. The products in the latest recall 
were distributed nationwide, have “Est 459” inside the USDA mark of inspection, and 
have sell-by dates from February 3, 2010 to May 26, 2010. Further testing will be done 
to determine if the latest salmonella strain is the same as the one that caused the 

http://www.theleafchronicle.com/article/20100217/NEWS01/2170323/Montgomery+County+Bomb+Squad+responds+to+suspicious+package
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illnesses. 
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE61G32G20100217 

33. February 17, Reuters – (Georgia) FDA warns Kellogg to address violations.  U.S. 
food safety regulators on Tuesday made public a January warning letter to Eggo waffle 
maker Kellogg Co. in which they said the company had not gone far enough to address 
food safety violations at its Atlanta frozen food plant. An October 2009 Atlanta plant 
inspection found bacterial contamination and sanitation violations such as improper 
handling of trash and food, and insufficiently sanitized equipment, the FDA said. The 
FDA’s letter, dated January 27, comes after the Georgia Department of Agriculture 
found Listeria bacteria in Eggo Buttermilk Waffles on August 31. Kellogg’s plant had 
“significant deviations” from the manufacturing practices for food manufacturers, and 
Kellogg’s response so far had not addressed the violations, the agency wrote. Kellogg 
said on Tuesday it has fully addressed all of the violations and that its response to the 
FDA letter would be filed shortly. FDA inspectors found Listeria on five swabs from 
around the Atlanta plant. One of those positive swabs came from the wheels of a 
forklift used in the plant. The FDA said the company listed a number of corrective 
actions in its Nov. 18 updated response to the agency, but said Kellogg needed to go 
further. FDA said it is “essential” for Kellogg to identify all of the areas in its facility 
where Listeria can grow and survive and to take the actions necessary to control the 
organism. The regulator also recommended that Kellogg start a pathogen monitoring 
program.  
Source: 
http://www.newsmaxhealth.com/health_stories/FDA_Kellogg_safety_violat/2010/02/1
7/313004.html 

34. February 17, Seattle Post Intelligencer – (Washington) Starbucks headquarters gets 
haz-mat call for white powder. A haz-mat crew was called to Starbucks global 
headquarters Tuesday night after an employee opened a letter that contained an 
unknown white substance. The powder was reported about 8 p.m. after the letter 
reached the company’s customer care center on Utah Avenue South. The haz-mat team 
determined the substance was not hazardous. A statement from Starbucks, received by 
seattlepi.com news partner KOMO 4: Starbucks can confirm that on Tuesday, February 
16, 2010 partners (employees) in our Customer Care Center opened a letter that 
contained an unknown white substance. We took the appropriate steps to ensure partner 
safety and local authorities were contacted. The Seattle Police and Fire Departments 
responded immediately and have determined that the substance is not hazardous. 
Starbucks is working in full cooperation with the authorities to provide any information 
that will help in their investigation. 
Source: http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattle911/archives/194803.asp 

35. February 17, USA TODAY – (National) United States’ drought has ‘extraordinary’ 
reversal. The nationwide drought that had farmers, communities and entire states 
fighting to conserve water has reversed in the most dramatic turnaround since federal 
scientists began keeping records. More than 92% of the country is drought-free — the 
nation’s best showing since 1999. “The lack of drought is extraordinary,” said a 
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meteorologist with the federal Climate Prediction Center. At the worst of the USA’s 
most recent drought — in August 2007 — almost 50% of the country was involved. 
Currently, about 7% of the country is in a drought, according to federal scientists. The 
only part of the USA in “extreme” drought is a small fraction of Hawaii. In 2007, 
gigantic portions of the Southeast were in the worst drought in more than a century, 
sparking water wars among Georgia, Alabama and Florida. There have been less than 
half a dozen occasions since the late 1800s when drought has been as sparse as it is 
now, he said. According to the federal Drought Monitor, California reservoir levels, 
after being down from several consecutive years of subnormal rain and snow, have 
started to recover, although most reservoirs have not reached normal capacity. “We’ve 
gone from a very scary situation to an OK situation,” said the general manager of the 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. “If it stays wet, we’ll stay in an OK 
situation.” 
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/weather/drought/2010-02-16-drought-us-
reversal_N.htm 

36. February 16, WTSP 10 St. Petersburg – (Florida) Acid bombs go off along 
Clearwater Beach. Police are searching for those responsible for planting a series of 
potentially dangerous acid bombs that detonated inside two separate restaurants along 
Clearwater Beach. Investigators say the small homemade devices went off at both the 
Palm Pavilion and Frenchy’s Rockaway Grill between 4:30 and 5:30 Monday 
afternoon. One of the bombs was placed inside a garbage can just inside the front 
entrance at Frenchy’s. Surveillance cameras at the restaurant captured at least one 
person wandering around the garbage can shortly before the explosion. The other 
device was placed below the wooden deck in the outdoor eating area at the Palm 
Pavilion located across the parking lot from Frenchy’s. Clearwater Police say 
customers were in the area, but no one was injured. Investigators are reviewing the 
video tape and were out Tuesday searching the area for any additional evidence. 
Source: http://www.wtsp.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=125441&catid=8 

37. February 15, San Diego Union-Tribune – (International) Drug smugglers’ creativity 
grows. Hidden among truckloads of peppers, bananas, toilet paper, and medical 
supplies entering from Mexico, customs officers have been finding another type of 
import. With drug cartels becoming increasingly creative in evading border authorities, 
it has become commonplace to find drugs embedded among the truckloads of goods 
that move each day through the nation’s ports of entry. Two weeks ago, inspectors at 
the Otay Mesa cargo port found more than 3,800 pounds of marijuana hidden in a 
shipment of peppers and green beans. A few days later, they found a ton of pot stashed 
in a load of bananas. Although the phenomenon is not new, recent drug seizures in fruit 
and vegetable shipments indicate that traffickers may be targeting produce companies, 
said a deputy special agent in charge of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement in 
San Diego. Smuggling trends are cyclic, he said, with traffickers using methods that 
show the best chance for success. When they target cross-border cargo, drug cartels aim 
for the weakest link, he said. Often it is truck drivers or others in the supply chain. 
Source: http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2010/feb/15/drug-smugglers-creativity-
grows/ 
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38. February 15, WBOC 16 Salisbury – (Delaware; Maryland) Chicken house collapses 
could be costly. Chicken farmers are trying to figure out how much damage the recent 
winter storms have caused after dozens of chicken houses collapsed under the weight of 
heavy snow. Local agriculture officials say they have never dealt with a situation like 
this before. On February 12, poultry companies had crews out surveying the damage. 
People in the industry say the cost of repairs could add up quickly. A spokesperson 
from the Delaware Department of Agriculture said it all depends on the size of the 
chicken house and the flock, but the damage could cost tens of thousands of dollars per 
farm. A chicken farmer in Whaleyville, Maryland does not know if his business will 
survive the latest storm. Poultry industry experts say insurance will cover some of the 
costs of the damage. The Whaleyville farmer wonders if it will be worth the value of 
the thousands of chickens he lost. So far there have been reports of up to 50 chicken 
house collapses on Delmarva. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has money available 
for eligible farmers who have lost livestock due to natural disasters including blizzards. 
Source: http://www.wboc.com/Global/story.asp?S=11977617 

39. February 13, Associated Press – (Texas) Roof collapses at Fort Worth brewing 
company. Storm damage is helping keep the beer cold after part of the roof at a Fort 
Worth brewery collapsed under heavy snow. The owner of Rahr & Sons Brewing Co. 
says the frigid weather should keep the beer sufficiently chilled until repairs are made. 
The Fort Worth Star-Telegram reported that the collapse on February 12 tore coolant 
lines that kept 13 storage tanks at the right temperature in the warehouse. The chilly 
weather is linked to a storm that dumped more than a foot of snow in the Dallas-Fort 
Worth area. The owner says he is working to get the lines fixed or secure enough 
refrigerated tanker trucks to move out some 22,000 gallons of craft ales and lagers. No 
beer was damaged.  
Source: 
http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/APStories/stories/D9DRB3C81.html 

For more stories, see items 40 and 73  
 
[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

40. February 17, Waste and Recycling News – (Nebraska) Former buttermilk company 
owner to pay for violations. A former owner of West Point, Nebraska, butter and 
buttermilk company will pay $350,000 to settle Clean Water Act allegations. The 
owner of Peckham Inc., are the last of five defendants to settle claims, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) said. The civil penalty will be paid to the 
federal government and Nebraska. The facility allegedly discharged pollutants into 
West PointÂ´s wastewater treatment system that resulted in illegal discharges to the 
Elkhorn River, the EPA said. The EPA filed a complaint in 2008 that Peckham and two 
other companies, West Point Dairy Products and Wimmers, all illegally discharged 
pollutants into the cityÂ´s wastewater treatment system from the late 1970s through at 
least 2006. The city also allegedly failed to properly develop discharge limits for the 
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businesses. All five defendants have paid a total of $723,000 in civil penalties, the EPA 
said. 
Source: 
http://www.wasterecyclingnews.com/headlines2.html?id=1266421243&allowcomm=tr
ue 

41. February 17, Associated Press – (Tennessee) TVA ash spill cleanup of Emory River 
is 70 percent done. The cleanup of coal ash from the Emory River in East Tennessee 
has been “remarkable” with more than 70 percent removed from the waterway since the 
spill at TVA’s Kingston coal-fired plant, a state environment official told lawmakers 
Tuesday. While officials say the river is the critical area where ash needs to be cleared 
to protect the environment, plenty more of the gray, potentially toxic muck remains on 
land or is held behind dams to be cleaned out in years to come. More than 5.4 million 
cubic yards of damp ash that had gathered over decades broke through a dike 
December 22, 2008, damaging houses, covering about 300 acres and filling parts of the 
Emory with dark muck. The remaining ash in the waterway should be dredged out by 
May, according to TVA. TVA plans to remove the more than 2 million cubic yards that 
lie just west of the river in a second phase that could take three years. The total cost of 
the cleanup effort could reach $1.2 billion. Lawmakers listened as officials from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and TVA said air and water monitoring shows 
no threat to humans. The area’s drinking water is safe, too, they said.  
Source: 
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20100217/NEWS0201/2170379/1009/NEWS01 

42. February 15, Dow Jones Newswires – (National) EPA official: State regulators doing 
fine on hydrofracking. State regulators are doing a good job overseeing a key natural 
gas production technique called hydrofracking and there is no evidence the process 
causes water contamination, a senior federal environment official said Monday. 
Environmentalists and some lawmakers are pressing to give the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) federal oversight of the process, concerned that the drilling 
technique is contaminating water suppliers. State regulators and the natural gas industry 
have been fighting against federal regulation, saying it could prevent or delay 
development of trillions of cubic feet of new resources. The process, which injects 
water, sand and a small amount of chemicals into natural gas reservoirs under high 
pressure, has opened new deposits to development, dramatically expanding estimates 
for domestic production. “I have no information that states aren’t doing a good job 
already,” the director of EPA’s Drinking Water Protection Division said on the 
sidelines of a state regulators conference here. He also said despite claims by 
environmental organizations, he had not seen any documented cases that the hydro-
fracking process was contaminating water supplies. In its 2011 budget, the EPA is 
seeking to spend $4 million to study the environmental impacts of the process. 
Source: http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20100215-706628.html 

43. February 15, Cleveland Plain-Dealer – (Ohio) EPA says Cleveland water safe 
despite slip in corrosion control treatment. The Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) said drinking water from a Cleveland plant is safe even though the 
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city’s Division of Water did not use enough of one chemical during treatment last year. 
An environmental engineer from the Ohio EPA, said Cleveland reported the violation, 
which occurred between July and December at the Crown Water Treatment Plant in 
Westlake. The violation involved orthophosphate, which is added to cleaned drinking 
water for pipe corrosion control. He said the chemical was fed into the water system at 
all times, but at a slightly lower rate — 0.7 milligrams per liter instead of the required 
0.8. EPA allows a system to deviate nine days over six months, but Cleveland was 
under the limit for 11 days, he said. Cleveland informed the plant’s 113,000 customers, 
as required by law, through postcards. The engineer said there was no impact on the 
cleanliness or quality of the water. The chemical is expensive, the commissioner added, 
and plant operators were trying to use it judiciously. An unexpected power failure to 
the pump that feeds orthophosphate into the water pushed Cleveland over the nine-day 
limit, he said. The engineer said the violation is rare and this is the first time it occurred 
in Cleveland. The city will be required to increase monitoring of the water for the next 
year.  
Source: http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2010/02/epa_says_cleveland_water_safe.html 

44. February 15, Indianapolis Star – (Indiana) Ambulance falls into hole at water-main 
break. A Wishard Hospital ambulance dropped nose first into a sinkhole caused by a 
water main break on February 15. The ambulance ignored barricades where a 12-inch 
water main had burst at 38th and Rural streets, said a Veolia Water spokesman. The 
break had forced authorities to close Rural between 38th and 39th streets. The 
ambulance was not on an emergency run, but the driver was apparently trying to take a 
shortcut about 7:30 a.m., the spokesman said. Whitmore said the street was covered in 
about two feet of water and the ambulance dropped, front first, into a collapsed piece of 
road. He said neither of the two occupants of the ambulance was injured. The 
ambulance was towed from the sinkhole, he said. A spokesman for Wishard Hospital 
said officials at the hospital were investigating the accident but he could not provide 
specifics on where the ambulance was going or why it was within the barricaded area. 
Water officials hoped to have the main repaired and the street re-opened that afternoon. 
Source: 
http://www.indystar.com/article/20100215/LOCAL18/2150365/1195/LOCAL18/Ambu
lance-falls-into-hole-at-water-main-break 

For more stories, see items 7, 35, and 76  
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Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

45. February 17, KOTV 6 Tulsa – (Oklahoma) Oklahoma insurance commissioner 
investigating fake health plans. Oklahoma’s insurance commissioner is doing an 
investigation of a group called the American Trade Association (ATA) that has been 
offering low cost insurance plans to Oklahomans. She wants the FBI to get involved. 
“The products that they are selling are fraudulent. They are taking advantage of 
people,” said she said. Her office says ATA is selling insurance without a license and 
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then not paying claims. CBS News confirmed as many as 20 states are investigating the 
group or its affiliates. Seven states, including Oklahoma, have filed cease-and-desist 
orders. But for some people already on the plan, none of that helps them. ATA says it 
has paid every single claim in full that met the terms of coverage and will continue to 
pay those that are outstanding. 
Source: http://www.newson6.com/Global/story.asp?S=11996144 

46. February 16, Health Day News – (National) FDA tightens controls on anemia 
drugs. U.S. federal health authorities on Tuesday rolled out a new safety plan for the 
use of Procrit and similar anemia drugs by people with cancer. These medicines — 
often used by cancer patients to lower the need for blood transfusions and improve 
quality of life — have been tied to stroke, heart failure, tumor promotion and death in 
recent studies. “The plan requires the drug manufacturer to implement a program to 
ensure that health-care professionals understand the appropriate use of these drugs and 
adequately inform patients of the drugs’ risks,” said the director of the Office of 
Oncology Drug Products at the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), part 
of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), at an afternoon news conference. 
Procrit is one of three so-called erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs) manufactured 
by Amgen (the other two are Epogen and Aranesp), all of which are covered under the 
new plan. All three drugs are FDA-approved for people battling cancer, those infected 
with HIV, people with kidney failure and certain patients undergoing surgery, and all 
three carry with them an elevated risk of blood clots, stroke, heart failure, tumor 
promotion and death. The new rules do not apply to indications other than use by 
cancer patients.  
Source: http://www.healthday.com/Article.asp?AID=636094 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

47. February 17, Mid Columbia Tri-City Herald – (Washington) DOE to bolster 
beryllium protection at Hanford. The Department of Energy (DOE) is committed to 
improving a program to protect Hanford workers from beryllium, which can cause an 
incurable lung disease, top DOE officials said Tuesday. It will boost a planned review 
of the Hanford prevention program to a full-scale inspection of the program the DOE 
chief health, safety and security officer. In addition DOE will follow recommendations 
made by the Hanford Advisory Board to improve the prevention program, said a DOE 
deputy assistant secretary for environmental management. On February 5 the Hanford 
Advisory Board sent a letter to DOE officials critical of Hanford efforts to protect 
workers from beryllium exposure, saying recommendations for improvements were not 
being followed. It was part of an exchange of letters that started when the board gave 
DOE advice 10 months ago. DOE responded by calling a meeting Tuesday in Richland 
with the DOE chief health officer that included members of the advisory board, 
Hanford DOE leaders, organized labor officials and workers with chronic beryllium 
disease. The focus was to discuss the program and plans for the investigation. The 
advisory board is concerned that cases of chronic beryllium disease are increasing at a 
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rate of 10 percent a year, said a board member. 
Source: http://www.tri-cityherald.com/kennewick_pasco_richland/story/904674.html 

48. February 17, Fort Myers New-Press – (Florida) Lake Trafford Elementary reopens 
following bomb threat. The Collier County Sheriff’s Office has cleared the scene of a 
morning bomb scare at Lake Trafford Elementary in Immokalee, Florida, according to 
spokeswoman. The spokeswoman said a call came in to dispatch at 4:56 a.m. on 
February 17 saying there was a possible bomb at the school. The sheriff’s office did not 
find anything in the search. 
Source: http://www.news-
press.com/article/20100217/NEWS0119/100217012/1075/Lake-Trafford-Elementary-
reopens-following-bomb-threat 

49. February 16, WBFO 88.7 Buffalo – (New York) Search for report of North Campus 
gunman completed with no suspicious person found. Just after 4:00 Tuesday 
afternoon, University of Buffalo (UB) police received a call that a gunman might be in 
the Lockwood library. But no one was found and classes resumed Wednesday. An 
unidentified student reported seeing a male entering the library, carrying what looked 
like a rifle. The library was evacuated and classes were canceled for the night. Dozens 
of UB and Amherst police swept the library for more than three hours without locating 
the suspect. The UB police chief says they had reason to take the report seriously. He 
says the person caught on camera appeared to be carrying a long object, possibly a rifle, 
under a navy pea coat. 
Source: 
http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/wbfo/news.newsmain/article/0/0/1612984/WBFO.N
ews/Search.for.report.of.North.Campus.gunman.completed.with.no.suspicious.person.f
ound 

50. February 16, Texas Examiner – (Texas) Arrest made in Port Neches-Groves school 
bomb threat. The following press release was issued by the chief of the Port Neches 
Police Department: Shortly after noon on Tuesday, representatives of Port Neches 
Groves High School received a bomb threat by telephone. The caller was identified as a 
female and the call originated from a pay phone. The school administration 
immediately called the Police and began their emergency operations plan. Staff and 
student body were evacuated for about one and one-half hours so a search of the facility 
could be conducted. A bomb detection dog from the Port Arthur Fire Dept. assisted in 
the search. The building was ultimately cleared and students returned to school. 
Detectives from the Port Neches Police Dept. were able to determine the identity of an 
18 year old Port Neches resident and subsequently took her into custody. The suspect 
was later transported to the Jefferson County detention facility and charged with False 
Alarm or Report. This is a State Jail Felony when the false report is of an emergency 
involving a public primary or secondary school. 
Source: 
http://theexaminer.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&SubSectionID=61&ArticleID=3735 
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51. February 15, WAFF 48 Huntsville – (Alabama) Task force to evaluate security, 
communication in Madison schools. Madison city and school board officials 
announced Monday that they have created a task force focused on ways to keep 
children safe in their schools after the fatal shooting of a middle school student almost 
two weeks ago. In a press statement, city officials said security and communication 
would be the focus of the task force, including evaluating current security measures for 
the schools and district, how school resource officers are used, and finally making 
recommendations for improvements. The task force will also evaluate how students, 
parents and schools communicate with each other, how other school districts handle 
communication, evaluate current violence and drug awareness programs, and make 
recommendations on new programs or enhancements that could be made. 
Source: http://www.waff.com/Global/story.asp?S=11988148 

52. February 13, Wheeling News-Register – (West Virginia) FBI investigates threat 
against Senate candidate. Claims by a West Virginia Senate candidate that he is the 
target of a hate crime have prompted a federal investigation. According to a report from 
the Wheeling Police Department, officers responded to the candidate’s North Wheeling 
home at 3:28 p.m. Thursday for a report of a threatening letter. On Friday, the FBI 
Senior Resident Agent said that complaint has led to a preliminary assessment that is 
now under way. The FBI Agent said the candidate’s allegations fall under the recently 
enacted federal Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 2009. That new law, attached to a 
defense authorization bill that the President signed on October 28, makes it a federal 
crime to attack someone because of their sexual orientation or gender identity. The 
candidate is openly gay. “He said he’s the victim of a hate crime, and there is new 
federal legislation passed last year that provides protection to people based on their 
sexual preference,” the FBI Agent said. “We will review the facts as presented to us 
and make a submission to the U.S. attorney’s office.”  
Source: http://www.news-register.net/page/content.detail/id/534358.html?nav=510 

53. February 13, Associated Press – (Nevada) NV man convicted of ‘domestic terror 
spree’. A 49-year-old man has been convicted on charges stemming from a 6-year 
“domestic terror spree” that included stalking the Washoe County district attorney. A 
district court jury deliberated less than four hours Friday before finding the suspect 
guilty of counts of attempted murder, aggravated stalking, criminal anarchy, and 
shooting into occupied homes. Among other things, the suspect also was accused of 
trying to kill a female janitor and writing more than 100 “anti-cop” taggings and death 
threats around Reno. He awaits a March sentencing. The suspect was sentenced to 45 
years in prison in 2007 for the crime spree. He was retried in Reno this past week after 
the Nevada Supreme Court overturned his convictions. 
Source: http://www.ktvn.com/Global/story.asp?S=11981921 
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54. February 17, Contra Costa Times – (National) New system helps U.S. Coast Guard 
pinpoint distress calls. The U.S. Coast Guard Air Station Humboldt Bay on Tuesday 
officially adopted a new search-and-rescue system meant to pinpoint callers in distress 
with greater accuracy than ever before. Representatives with the Coast Guard, 
California Army National Guard, Cal Fire, Humboldt County Office of Emergency 
Services and other agencies were on hand at the McKinleyville air station for a briefing 
on the system, called Rescue 21. Group Humboldt Bay covers 288 miles of coast from 
the Oregon border to southern Mendocino County. Despite its remoteness, the area 
generates some 480 search and rescue cases and 500 vessel boardings each year, and 
the group services 55 aids to navigation. The new Rescue 21 system will replace the 
National Distress Response System that dates back to the 1970s. “Rescue 21 allows us 
to spend a little less time on the searching part of it and a little more time on the rescue 
part of it,” said the group commander. The system is being deployed throughout the 
United States, including in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands. It is expected to be fully in place by 2017. The system has been used in the 
Humboldt region since September, though it only recently replaced the old system 
altogether. 
Source: http://www.contracostatimes.com/california/ci_14416139 

55. February 16, KLAS 8 Las Vegas – (Nevada) State may close maximum security 
juvenile detention center. Juvenile criminal offenders housed at Summit View in Las 
Vegas, the’s only high-security rehabilitation center for juveniles, are facing eviction 
due to budget concerns. By the time Summit View closes in May, some of the juveniles 
will be paroled. But about 20 will need to be transferred to other facilities in Elko and 
Caliente. Those familiar with Summit view say these places are not equipped to handle 
these offenders. “We have the worst offenders — burglaries, weapons charges, most of 
them are gang enhanced,” said a Summit View teacher. 
Source: http://www.lasvegasnow.com/Global/story.asp?S=11995433 

56. February 16, KCAU 9 Sioux City – (Iowa) Guard readies for largest deployment in 
generation. The adjutant general of the Iowa National Guard says its soldiers are 
preparing for the largest deployment in a generation but will still be able to handle 
domestic emergencies. He told the Legislature Tuesday that guard officials in nine 
Midwestern states are coordinating efforts to handle domestic emergencies. He says the 
guard is facing pressure with deployments likely to grow this year because of the 
nation’s increasing commitment to Afghanistan. More than 3,000 Iowa troops are 
scheduled to be deployed later this year. It will be the largest single deployment of 
Iowa troops since World War II. 
Source: http://www.kcautv.com/Global/story.asp?S=11991939 

57. February 16, Columbia Missourian – (Missouri) Agreement between FBI, Columbia 
Police and Fire departments approved. The FBI will now aid the Columbia, 
Missouri, Police and Fire departments in handling bomb-related incidents in Columbia, 
according to an ordinance passed by the Columbia City Council on Monday. The 
ordinance creates a collaboration between the FBI and the Columbia Police and Fire 
departments and other local police and fire departments in situations involving 
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explosive devices. Now, the Mid-Missouri bomb squad, made up of members of the 
Columbia Police and Fire departments, the MU Police Department, and the Boone 
County Sheriff’s Department, handles bomb and explosive calls in Columbia. The 
agreement means that if the FBI needs Columbia Fire Department personnel or 
resources, they are at the agency’s disposal — and vice versa, said the battalion chief of 
the Columbia Fire Department. The agreement also provides for cross-training 
exercises between the FBI and the other agencies. 
Source: http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2010/02/16/fbi-bomb-squad-
ordinance/ 

58. February 13, Columbia State – (South Carolina) Evidence storage becomes hot topic 
after arrest. Spartanburg County officials are working to enhance security in the 
courthouse evidence locker after the clerk of court was charged last week with stealing 
drugs stored there. Methods used by the clerk’s office for handling and storing 
evidence came under scrutiny Tuesday, when federal agents accused a Spartanburg 
County Clerk of Court of taking cocaine and methamphetamine from the evidence 
locker. He is charged with conspiring with a Woodruff real estate developer in a 
scheme to sell the substances to a drug dealer in Florida between April and January. 
Source: http://www.thestate.com/statewire/story/1155120.html 

59. February 12, Associated Press – (Maryland) Md. police Medevac damaged on 
helipad. Maryland State Police say a helicopter was damaged when it hit a snow bank 
as it prepared to leave a helipad at Prince George’s Hospital Center. Police say neither 
crew member was injured and the helicopter was not airborne when it hit the snow 
bank Thursday night. The crew had brought two patients involved in a traffic crash in 
Anne Arundel County to the hospital. Police say as the pilot applied power to begin lift 
off, the tail lowered several inches and hit the snow bank along the perimeter of the 
ground-based helipad. The crew immediately shut down the engines. The extent of the 
damage will not be known until further examination. The Maryland State Police 
Aviation Command will investigate. 
Source: http://www.wboc.com/Global/story.asp?S=11975985 

60. February 12, Washington Post – (National) Coast Guard will reduce operations to 
overhaul its fleet, commandant says. The U.S. Coast Guard will risk a drop in 
readiness to fulfill its top priority — replacing obsolescent ships and planes — within 
its slimmed-down 2011 budget proposed by the President, its commandant said Friday. 
The service chief supported the President’s call for belt-tightening in the federal 
government. The commandant added that the Coast Guard will accept a tradeoff in 
reduced day-to-day operations to continue overhauling its aging fleet. Of 12 major 
cutters assigned to Haitian relief efforts over the past month, 10 suffered mission-
altering breakdowns, and three were forced to return to port or dry dock with propeller 
or propeller-shaft problems. Under the Coast Guard’s 2011 spending plan, its funding 
and active-duty personnel would drop about 3 percent, to $10.1 billion, and 41,984, 
respectively. To trim roughly 1,112 military personnel, the service will decommission 
the Acushnet and four other of its oldest and largest cutters. The Coast Guard also plans 
to retire four HU-25 Falcon medium-range surveillance jet aircraft and five HH-65 
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Dolphin search-and-rescue helicopters, and dissolve five of 12 90-person marine safety 
and security teams. The savings will pay for more capable replacements, including two 
top-of-the-line National Security Cutters and a new HC-144A Ocean Sentry patrol 
aircraft. Also planned are four new 154-foot Fast Response Cutters and 10 medium 
response boats.  
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/02/12/AR2010021202775.html?hpid=moreheadlines 

For more stories, see items 44 and 53  
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61. February 17, IDG News Services – (International) Wipro investigates alleged $4 
million fraud by employee. Indian outsourcer Wipro said Wednesday it is 
investigating the embezzlement of $4 million from the company after an employee 
allegedly obtained a colleague’s online password. The fraud, which was detected in 
December, had been going on for about a year, although the company has been able to 
recover half of the money, a Wipro spokeswoman said. The company will decide 
whether to pursue criminal proceedings against the employee, who works in the 
controllership division of Wipro’s finance department, after an internal investigation is 
completed, a Wipro spokeswoman said. The employee has not been named. Wipro 
described the fraud as an “information security breach” on account of “human 
intervention.” The company will continue to tighten its processes to prevent the misuse 
of passwords, the spokeswoman said. After the fraud reported last year at Satyam 
Computer Services, another Indian outsourcer, Indian companies have focused on 
improved processes and systems to counter fraud.  
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157938/Wipro_investigates_alleged_4_milli
on_fraud_by_employee 

62. February 17, Computer World – (International) Adobe issues emergency PDF 
patches. As expected, Adobe on February 16 released an emergency update that 
patched a pair of critical vulnerabilities in its popular PDF viewing and editing 
software. Adobe ranked both bugs as critical. On February 11 Adobe said it would 
issue a rush patch for Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat on February 16; it made good 
on the promise by addressing two flaws. One was identical to the cross-domain request 
vulnerability fixed last week in Flash Player, Adobe’s ubiquitous media player, while 
the second was a vulnerability that attackers could exploit to install malware on a 
targeted machine. Between February 11, when Adobe updated Flash Player, and 
February 16, when it patched the same flaw in Reader and Acrobat, the latter programs 
were theoretically vulnerable to attack if an ambitious hacker had pulled apart the Flash 
patch and managed to figure out where the vulnerability was within Reader. 
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/d/security-central/adobe-issues-emergency-pdf-
patches-784 
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63. February 17, The Register – (International) Windows Live suffers user details 
identity crisis. Microsoft’s online Windows Live estate was hit by a major server 
shutdown for about an hour on February 16, after some users of the service complained 
that they could see other people’s accounts. “As some of you may have noticed (we 
heard from you on Twitter!) we had an issue with the Windows Live ID service 
between 9 and 10AM PST this morning,” admitted a Microsoft spokesman on February 
16. “Due to the failure of one server, Windows Live ID logins were failing for some 
customers, and this increased the load on our remaining servers. We took the 
problematic server offline and brought a new server into rotation. We identified the 
root cause and fixed it in less than an hour, but it took a while to resolve the logjam that 
had built up in the meantime, and to redistribute the load to normal levels.” Microsoft 
said it would “fully investigate the cause” and apologized for its latest cloud-based 
failure. In the past few months alone Microsoft has admitted to a series of online user 
data accidents.  
Source: 
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2010/02/17/microsoft_windows_live_data_blunder/ 

64. February 17, The Register – (International) Experts reboot list of 25 most dangerous 
coding errors. Computer experts from some 30 organizations worldwide have once 
again compiled a list of the 25 most dangerous programming errors along with a novel 
way to prevent them: by drafting contracts that hold developers responsible when bugs 
creep into applications. The list for 2010 bears a striking resemblance to last year’s list, 
which was the first time a broad cross section of the world’s computer scientists 
reached formal agreement on the most common programming pitfalls. The effort is 
designed to shift attention to the underlying mistakes that allow vulnerabilities to 
happen in the first place. The updated list was spearheaded by the not-for-profit 
MITRE Corporation, the Sans Institute, the National Security Agency, and the US 
Department of Homeland Security’s National Cyber Security Division. Topping the 
vulnerabilities list are XSS (cross-site scripting), SQL injection, and buffer-overflow 
bugs. The 25 flaws are the cause of almost every major cyber attack in recent history, 
including the ones that recently struck Google and 33 other large companies, as well as 
breaches suffered by military systems and millions of small business and home users. 
Its release on February 16 coincided with a renewed push for customers to hold 
software developers responsible for the security of their products. Security experts say 
business customers have the means to foster safer products by demanding that vendors 
follow common-sense safety measures such as verifying that all team members 
successfully clear a background investigation and be trained in secure programming 
techniques.  
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2010/02/17/top_25_programming_errors/ 

65. February 16, IDG News Service – (International) Security bug opens Google Buzz to 
hackers. A common Web programming error could give hackers a way to take over 
Google Buzz accounts, a security expert said on February 16. The flaw is a “medium-
sized problem” with the Buzz for Mobile Web site, said the CEO of SecTheory, who 
first reported the issue. This type of Web programming error, called a cross-site 
scripting flaw, lets the attacker put his own scripting code into Web pages that belong 
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to trusted Web sites such as Google.com. It is a fairly common flaw but one that can 
have major consequences when exploited on widely used Web sites. The attacker “can 
force you to say things you don’t want to say, to follow people,” he said. “Whatever 
Google Buzz allows you to do, it allows him to do to you.” Because attackers can use 
the flaw to put their content on the Google.com domain, they could also create phishing 
attacks against Google users, the CEO said.  
Source: http://www.networkworld.com/news/2010/021710-security-bug-opens-google-
buzz.html?hpg1=bn 

66. February 16, DarkReading – (International) New report examines malware’s origins, 
motivations. In a report issued last week, a ScanSafe security researcher offers some 
thoughts on the genesis and spread of malware — this time from a business 
perspective, rather than a technical point of view. While the report — part of 
ScanSafe’s “Annual Global Threat Report” — is far from the first to offer insight on 
the business of malware, it does offer a snapshot of the current state of the malware 
business and a clear categorization of the players. While many outside of the security 
industry still perceive “hackers” as teenagers or isolated geeks who work alone, the 
researcher’s report encourages security professionals — and the general public — to 
see malware as a cooperative industry that supports specialists, economies, and supply 
chains. “Malware is every bit as layered as any other industry,” she says. “There are 
mom-and-pop shops. There are big giants. There are suppliers and developers and a 
global market.”  
Source: http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerability_management/security/app-
security/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=222900593 

67. February 16, ComputerWorld – (International) Hackers update rootkit causing 
Windows blue screens. Hackers behind the rootkit responsible for crippling Windows 
machines after users installed a Microsoft security patch have updated their malware so 
that it no longer crashes systems, researchers confirmed on February 16. The rootkit, 
known by a variety of names — including TDSS, Tidserv and TDL3 — was blamed by 
Microsoft on February 12 for causing Windows XP PCs to crash after users applied the 
MS10-015 security update, one of 13 Microsoft issued a week ago. Within hours of that 
update’s release, users flooded Microsoft’s support forum, reporting that their 
computers had been incapacitated with a Blue Screen of Death (BSOD). Security 
researchers on February 16 said that the makers of TDSS have updated the rootkit so 
that it no longer conflicts with MS10-015. “The update day before yesterday prevents 
PCs from getting stuck in the BSOD loop,” said a researcher with Moscow-based 
antivirus vendor Kaspersky. The rootkit’s authors have reason to hustle out an update, 
said two researchers, who explained that blue-screened PCs are as worthless to the 
hackers — who want access to the machines — as they are to their owners. Worse, the 
BSODs have revealed to many Windows users that their systems were infected.  
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157518/Hackers_update_rootkit_causing_W
indows_blue_screens 
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To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  
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68. February 17, WBIW 13 Topeka – (Kansas) WIBW may experience interruption 
Wednesday afternoon. Some WIBW TV viewers may lose the signal on February 17 
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. A beacan on an antenna has burned out, and Federal 
Aviation Safety requirements mean a tower crew must climb the broadcast tower and 
replace the beacon. During that replacement process, power must be turned off to the 
tower, and the outage may last a half hour or more.  
Source: http://www.wibw.com/home/headlines/84600347.html 

69. February 17, Erie Times News – (New York) FCC cites Erie men for operating 
pirate radio stations. The Federal Communications Commission has cited two men 
for operating unlicensed radio stations in downtown Erie. The two men were sent 
notices February 2 demanding that they stop broadcasting immediately and show proof 
of FCC approval. The FCC’s records show no license has been issued for the 
frequencies on which they were broadcasting: 89.5 and 90.1 FM, respectively. Both 
men are subject to possible fines, imprisonment and having their broadcasting 
equipment confiscated. The stations have since gone off the air. They had been 
broadcasting rhythm and blues, soul and gospel music. Radio broadcasters must have 
an FCC license to operate unless they are a low-frequency operator. The strength of 
each signal exceeded the limit, a FCC spokesman said in the notice.  
Source: 
http://www.goerie.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100217/NEWS02/302169894 

70. February 16, IDG News Service – (National) FCC plans for speedy broadband 
service to 100M households. The U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
chairman on February 16 laid out some details, including an ambitious “100 Squared” 
initiative, that will be part of the agency’s National Broadband Plan that it will send to 
Congress in March. The “100 Squared” plan aims to bring 100Mbit/sec Internet service 
to 100 million homes. The chairman generally said that the broadband plan outlines a 
vision to be reached by 2020, but he did not specify that the 100 Squared plan should 
be achieved by then. The chairman said that goal should just be the beginning. “And we 
should stretch beyond 100 megabits. The U.S. should lead the world in ultra-high-speed 
broadband testbeds as fast, or faster, than anywhere in the world,” he said in a speech 
delivered to the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners Conference 
on February 16. The text of his remarks was released to the public. Currently, the U.S. 
lags behind many other developed nations that have greater broadband penetration rates 
and offer people higher data rates.  

mailto:sos@us-cert.gov
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Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9157480/FCC_plans_for_speedy_broadband_
service_to_100M_households 

For another story, see item 21  
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Commercial Facilities Sector 

71. February 17, United Press International – (International) Olympics concert accident 
injures 19. A free public Olympics rock concert in Vancouver ended with the collapse 
of a barricade, injuring 19 people late Tuesday. A Canadian band was playing on a 
temporary stage in David Lam Park when the crowd surged forward, the City Manager 
told Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Four doctors and nurses on the scene worked triage 
and sent nine people to a hospital. One of them had a serious compound fracture of the 
leg, the report said. The concert and scheduled fireworks display were immediately 
canceled after the barricade gave way, she said. 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/International/2010/02/17/Olympics-concert-
accident-injures-19/UPI-38441266410636/ 

72. February 17, Associated Press – (New Hampshire) Fire official: Portsmouth hotel 
gas leak could have been deadly. Had a carbon monoxide leak from an exhaust vent 
malfunction at the Hilton Garden Inn gone undetected for any longer or occurred 
during the overnight hours, the result could potentially have been deadly for employees 
and guests staying in the downtown hotel, the assistant fire chief said Tuesday. A day 
after employees and children staying at the 131-room hotel were sickened due to the 
leaking of potentially lethal amounts of carbon monoxide, fire officials have cleared the 
downtown hotel for re-occupancy and are working with hotel management to make 
necessary changes. The hotel was reopened for business at 3:45 p.m. Tuesday. In total, 
12 people, some of whom were children, fell ill and were taken to Portsmouth Regional 
Hospital from exposure to the significant levels of carbon monoxide (CO). The level of 
CO discovered in the basement was around 600 parts per million. A normal level is 30 
to 35 ppm. The hotel closed around 10 a.m. Monday, when a boiler room exhaust vent 
malfunctioned and caused carbon monoxide to build up on the basement level, a hotel 
spokesman said. A major tool used by firefighters involved a portable carbon monoxide 
oximeter called the RAD-57. “It allowed us to eliminate transporting probably another 
20-30 guests and workers and didn’t overload the hospital,” the fire official said. 
Carbon monoxide detectors were not installed in the hotel at the time of the leak.  
Source: 
http://www.fosters.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100217/GJNEWS_01/70217988
0/-1/FOSNEWS 

73. February 17, Colorado Post Independent – (Colorado) Bomb threat disrupts El Jebel 
City Market. The Basalt City Market and several surrounding businesses at Orchard 
Plaza were evacuated for three and half hours Tuesday because of a bomb threat. A 

http://www.upi.com/Top_News/International/2010/02/17/Olympics-concert-accident-injures-19/UPI-38441266410636/
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Basalt Police sergeant, the incident commander, said an unknown person called the 
store at about 10:30 a.m. and said a bomb would explode at 5 p.m. After 5 o’clock 
came and went without incident, businesses were allowed to reopen at about 5:30 p.m. 
By 6 p.m., it was business as usual for the supermarket, buzzing with commuter traffic. 
But the damage was done by that point. Authorities said there were probably tens of 
thousands of dollars in lost revenues. Business owners were scrambling to reopen 
Tuesday night and those polled said they did not have an accurate estimate of lost 
revenues. Law enforcement officials slowly cleared out the Orchard Plaza businesses 
starting at 2 p.m. O’Connor said there was no need to undertake a hasty evacuation and 
cause people to panic. Assistant managers for City Market stopped allowing customers 
to enter starting at 2 p.m., simply telling them the store would be closed for a couple of 
hours. Shoppers in the store were allowed to go about their business. Nothing was 
found. The bomb squad arrived at 3:30 p.m. and the supermarket was cleared until 
about 5:30 p.m., when employees were allowed to re-enter and eager shoppers were 
allowed to park. 
Source: 
http://www.postindependent.com/article/20100217/VALLEYNEWS/100219902/1083
&ParentProfile=1074 

74. February 16, Homeland Security Today – (International) DHS monitoring Websites 
in Olympics security program. HSToday.us is among the more than two-dozen 
websites identified by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that are being 
monitored under DHS’s “2010 Winter Olympics Social Media Event Monitoring 
Initiative.” The program was outlined in the Privacy Impact Statement (PIS) on the 
program DHS made public last Friday. The initiative is conducted under the authority 
of the department’s Office of Operations Coordination and Planning’s (OOCP) 
National Operations Center (NOC). The NOC, according to DHS, “provides real-time 
situational awareness and monitoring of the homeland, coordinates incidents and 
response activities, and, in conjunction with the Office of Intelligence and Analysis, 
issues advisories and bulletins concerning threats to homeland security, as well as 
specific protective measures.” Operating around the clock every day, NOC coordinates 
information sharing to help deter, detect, and prevent terrorist acts and to manage 
domestic incidents. Information on domestic incident management is shared with 
Emergency Operations Centers at all levels through the Homeland Security Information 
Network (HSIN). “It’s part of the way people communicate, so it should be part of the 
way we gain situational awareness,” the NOC’s acting director was quoted saying by 
USA Today. 
Source: http://www.hstoday.us/content/view/12180/149/ 

75. February 15, United Press International – (Pennsylvania) Ice rink roof collapses; no 
injuries. About 100 adults and children fled in a “stampede” as the roof of a ice rink 
collapsed around them in Rostraver, Pennsylvania, one witness said. “This could have 
been tragic,” said the assistant fire chief. The roof fell Sunday at Rostraver Gardens. No 
one was injured, authorities said. Fire officials were investigating whether a buildup of 
ice and snow triggered the collapse of the roof’s midsection, the Pittsburgh Tribune-
Review reported Monday. A woman was working at a concession stand when she heard 
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loud cracking like “the worst thunderstorm.” “The cracking kept happening, pieces of 
the roof started to collapse, and I rounded everyone up and started them toward the 
back exit,” she said. “It was like a stampede.” Teams of 9- and 10-year-old children, 
some from as far as Ontario, Canada, were competing in a youth hockey tournament in 
the 50-year-old building. 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2010/02/15/Ice-rink-roof-collapses-no-
injuries/UPI-50181266251775/ 

For another story, see item 34  
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
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Dams Sector 

76. February 17, Tennessean – (Tennessee) Franklin reservoir to be drained in 
April. Starting in April, Franklin’s 30-acre reservoir will be emptied to repair cracks 
and finally stop years of leaks. But that work will take months to complete, making it 
unclear whether Franklin’s more than 17,000 city water customers will face water-use 
restrictions come this summer. City and state environmental officials want to avoid a 
repeat of 2007 when that summer’s high heat and low flow in the Harpeth River left 
Franklin struggling to meet water supply demands. For months that year, the city’s 
reservoir — which can hold 85 million gallons — was parched and empty while the 
city’s water plant off Lewisburg Pike near Carnton Lane was inoperable for periods of 
time. Two years of wetter summers and upgrades in the city’s water distribution system 
somewhat eased worries about Franklin’s water system — except for the reservoir. An 
estimated 1 million gallons of untreated water leak from the reservoir a day. Despite 
some temporary repairs made back in 2007, the reservoir’s condition has not improved. 
When the reservoir is empty, Franklin will still pump water from the river. The water 
will be treated for drinking and then piped into homes, bypassing the reservoir 
altogether. Whether the city enacts water restrictions limiting activities like filling 
swimming pools and watering lawns will depend on the weather and customer demand. 
Source: 
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20100217/WILLIAMSON01/100217033/2023/WIL
LIAMSON/Franklin+reservoir+to+be+drained+in+April+ 

77. February 16, Associated Press – (Pennsylvania) DEP study blames Consol for 
leaking Pa. park dam. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) says a study shows longwall mining beneath Ryerson Station State Park caused 
cracks in a dam that forced officials to drain a popular lake. A Consol spokesman says 
Tuesday’s ruling is disappointing and that Consol maintains damage to the dam was not 

http://www.tennessean.com/article/20100217/WILLIAMSON01/100217033/2023/WILLIAMSON/Franklin+reservoir+to+be+drained+in+April+
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mine-related. He says the company will appeal and that its mining operations were 
permitted by the DEP. The state is suing Consol for more than $58 million that the 
agency claims it will cost to repair the dam and other alleged environmental damage, 
and to restore the lake. The state Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
emptied the 62-acre Duke Lake in Greene County in July 2005 to keep the dam from 
failing.  
Source: http://www.centredaily.com/news/state/story/1796883.html 
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